COOKIES POLICY
Like most websites on the internet, www.mikelcoffee.com uses cookies as well. You
may not agree to the activation of Cookies. Please read this text carefully because it
explains what cookies are and what they do, how they make it easier for
www.mikelcoffee.com and your best browsing.
WHAT ARE COOKIES?
Cookies are pieces of information in the form of very small text, stored in the browser
you use in your terminal equipment, ie your PC, your Smartphone & tablet (Chrome,
Mozilla Firefox, etc.), helping to make our site work more efficiently. "Session
cookies" are cookies that are automatically erased when you close your browser
while “persistent cookies” remain stored in your terminal equipment until their
predetermined power is reached. Our website www.mikelcoffee.com uses both types
of cookies. "Temporary" cookies are used, among other things to automatically
recognize you as a registered user after logging in or to browse secure sub pages,
while "persistent" cookies are used for improving the operation of our site
www.mikelcoffee.com.
You must be aware that not activating cookies will make it more difficult to use its
parts and services, as cookies are absolutely necessary to give you the optimum
level of browsing experience and use of www.mikelcoffee.com that we desire and we
have designed to offer our visitors.
With the exception of the category (1) below, Necessary Cookies, all other
categories of Cookies require your consent to activate them.

WHICH COOKIES CATEGORIES www.mikelcoffee.com USES?
1. Necessary Cookies
These cookies are essential for the functioning of the website and cannot be
disabled. They are usually only set in response to actions made by you. You can
modify your browser settings in order to block such cookies or in order to be notified
about them but some areas of the website will not be functioning. These cookies do
not store information that identifies you.
2. Performance Cookies
Performance cookies collect information about how visitors use our site. They allow
us to see which pages they visit more often or show us if they encounter a problem
while navigating. These cookies do not collect information that identify the visitor. All
information collected by these cookies is centralized and is used only to improve the
way www.mikelcoffee.com works.
3. Cookies Analytics

It is a subset of the functionality Cookies and enables us to evaluate the
effectiveness of our site's various functions so that we can improve your experience.
Finally, third-party advertisers and other businesses that we work with, may use their
own Cookies to collect information about your activities on our Website. We do not
have the ability to control these cookies, we have no connection with this function,
and we do not bear any responsibility.
DISABLING COOKIES
If you do not wish Mikel Coffee Company Limited to collect and analyze the data for
your visit, you may file your refusal at any time by clicking the link by the link in the
hope page of website.

WHEN THE PRESENT POLICY IS REVIEWED
We reserve the right to change this Cookies Policy anytime. This policy was last
reviewed on 14 / 1 / 2020. Any changes to this Cookie Policy will be effective as
soon as the revised Cookie Policy becomes available on the www.mikelcoffee.com
website.

